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The LEGO MINDSTORMS EV3 Idea Book: 181 Simple Machines and Clever ContraptionsNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		The LEGO® MINDSTORMS® EV3 Idea Book explores dozens of creative ways to build amazing mechanisms with the LEGO MINDSTORMS EV3 set. Each model includes a list of the required parts, minimal text, and colorful photographs from multiple angles so you can re-create it without the need for step-by-step instructions.
...
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The LEGO MINDSTORMS EV3 Laboratory: Build, Program, and Experiment with Five Wicked Cool RobotsNo Starch Press, 2013

	The LEGO® MINDSTORMS® EV3 set offers so many new and exciting features that it can be hard to know where to begin. Without the help of an expert, it could take months of experimentation to learn how to use the advanced mechanisms and numerous programming features.

	

	In The LEGO MINDSTORMS EV3 Laboratory, author...
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LEGO Wind Energy: Green Energy Projects with Mindstorms EV3Apress, 2019

	
		
			?Build functioning wind turbines that generate electricity; we don’t mean LEGO models that look like miniature wind turbines. This book is for people who want to learn how real turbines work, and to build them using LEGO and Mindstorms EV3. 

			

			
				You’ll find specific...
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The Flash MX ProjectNew Riders Publishing, 2002
Learn Macromedia Flash MX from the absolute beginning through The Flash MX Project. This book begins with web project  management concerns and challenges as well as Web design considerations and  concepts, and then quickly progresses through beginning and intermediate Flash  MX skills. The...
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Beautiful LEGONo Starch Press, 2013

	"Far from child's play. An astonishing collection." —Publishers Weekly

	

	Mix hundreds of thousands of LEGO bricks with dozens of artists, and what do you get? Beautiful LEGO, a compendium of LEGO artwork that showcases a stunning array of pieces ranging from incredibly lifelike...
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10 Cool LEGO Mindstorms Robotics Invention System 2 Projects: Amazing Projects You Can Build in Under an HourSyngress Publishing, 2002

	LEGO MINDSTORMS lets you design and program robots that can do just about anything!

	The LEGO MINDSTORMS RIS 2.0 is the core set for all MINDSTORMS users, that lets users design and program working robots - limited only by their imagination. Initially designed for users 12 and up, LEGO MINDSTORMS has taken off with LEGO enthusiasts of...
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Bayesian Statistics the Fun Way: Understanding Statistics and Probability with Star Wars, LEGO, and Rubber DucksNo Starch Press, 2019

	Fun guide to learning Bayesian statistics and probability through unusual and illustrative examples.

	

	Probability and statistics are increasingly important in a huge range of professions. But many people use data in ways they don't even understand, meaning they aren't getting the most from it. Bayesian...
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Ubuntu on a Dime: The Path to Low-Cost Computing (Path to Low Cost Computing)Apress, 2009
You know that Ubuntu software costs nothing. Now you want the PC system that costs as little as possible and runs Ubuntu and OS applications without complaints and calls to tech support.
So you spend your hard–earned dollars on the hardware only and have your own optimized Ubuntu PC. This is the book that will show you how to get what you...
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BRANDchild: Insights into the Minds of Today's Global Kids: Understanding Their Relationship with BrandsKogan Page, 2003
Tweens (8- to 14-year-olds) comprise a new type of audience. An increasingly powerful and smart consumer group, they not only spent US $300 billion but influenced an astounding US $1.88 trillion spend across the globe last year. They are different from previous generations in every way. They are more likely to have a friend on the other side of...
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Make: LEGO and Arduino Projects: Projects for extending MINDSTORMS NXT with open-source electronicsMake Books, 2012

	
		Make amazing robots and gadgets with two of today’s hottest DIY technologies. With this easy-to-follow guide, you’ll learn how to build devices with Lego Mindstorms NXT 2.0, the Arduino prototyping platform, and some add-on components to bridge the two. Mindstorms alone lets you create incredible gadgets. Bring in Arduino...
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Java 2D GraphicsO'Reilly, 1999
One weakness of Java has been its graphics capabilities. Java 1.0  and 1.1 only included simple primitives for line drawing: lines  could only be one pixel wide, they could only be solid, and there  wasn't any good way to draw curves. Font management and color management  were also weak. Java 2D (collectively called the "2D API") signals...
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LEGO Software Power Tools, With LDraw, MLCad, and LPubSyngress Publishing, 2003

	Create Virtual 3D LEGO Models Using LEGO Software Power Tools LEGO Master Builders have created a powerful set of tools that are distributed as freeware to the LEGO community to assist LEGO fans in their building adventures. Until now, these tools have been difficult to find, and even more difficult to configure to work with one another....
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